Overview

Many network forensics techniques have been borne in the cybersecurity world.

These techniques help to investigate the increasing number of cyberattacks and threats. This course offers techniques to analyse logs in order to identify suspicious communication in network events to discover the source of security attacks.

Learning Objectives

Through this course, you will learn the following:

- Advanced network communication and log analysis techniques
- OS, Middleware, and Network security
- Encoding and Cipher mechanisms, and malware communication

Fee:
Online + Hands-On: $1250
Online Only: $600

Duration:
Online + Hands-On: 20 Hours
Online Only: 7 Hours

Who Should Attend:
- Completed Cybersecurity Capacity Building (Basic)
- Security engineers with 3 years+ experience
- Future cybersecurity experts

Registration:
For registration enquiries, please email sg_marketing@nec.com.sg